Long lasting effect of a single audiogenic seizure on GABA turnover rates and steady-state levels.
GABA turnover rates (TOR) and steady-state levels (SSL) were determined, 16-18 h after a single acoustic stimulation, in 15 brain areas of 3 mouse sublines. Each subline differs in its response to an acoustic stimulation (Rb1 mice are clonic-tonic seizure-prone, Rb2: clonic seizure-prone, Rb3: seizure-resistant). TOR and SSL were compared to those of unstimulated control mice and to those of repeatedly stimulated mice of the same subline. Following a single acoustic stimulation long-lasting alterations of GABA metabolism, mainly large alterations of GABA TOR, are observed. Most of the effects elicited after repeated stimulations, either on SSL or TOR, are not those of the last stimulation and repeated seizures (and/or stimulations) strengthen the effect of a single one. It appears that, for each of the Rb sublines, a specific and quite simple profile of the alterations of GABA metabolism in response to a single or repeated audiogenic seizures (and/or stimulations) can be given. The global analysis through the correlation of GABA TOR and SSL gives an indication that the alterations of the parameters of the correlation observed are to be allocated to the audiogenic seizures. Furthermore the tonic and clonic components of the audiogenic seizures can be distinguished.